
It’s time toLABOUR
 BREXIT

CONSERVATIVE
 BREXIT

DEMAND
BETTER

than this
A new leader.
A better future
for Britain.
Voters don’t have to choose between Boris
Johnson and Jeremy Corbyn for the next
Prime Minister. They can demand better
and back the Liberal Democrats to win.

Latest polls show the Liberal Democrats ahead
of Labour and within a few percentage points
of the Conservatives. The recent European
Election showed that the Liberal Democrats
can beat the old parties in a national election.

New Lib Dem Leader Jo Swinson MP said,
“Millions of people are frustrated with the
direction of the country. They can see that

neither Boris Johnson nor Jeremy Corbyn is the
answer to this.”

“The Liberal Democrats offer a brighter future.
We will stop Brexit, change our broken politics
and tackle the big issues facing our nation.”

JONATHAN’s
CAMPAIGN
See over…

Jo Swinson is the new leader of the Liberal
Democrats, the biggest Remain party in Britain.

Join…



Jonathan BANKS
your Prospective Parliamentary Candidate for Ruislip, Northwood and Pinner

I want to support Jonathan’s campaign
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I’m proud and honoured to have been selected
to stand in the next election.

Originally from Greenford, I’ve lived in the
constituency for several years.

National issues are what got me active in
politics, there are also many local issues to be
addressed including HS2, the 3rd runway,
Northwood Station redevelopment, education,
and funding for our health care, hospitals, and
medical centres.
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Jonathan Banks
MY TOP PRIORITIES ARE:

1 STOP BREXIT
End the threat to British jobs and our future.

2 FIX OUR BROKEN POLITICS
to create a fairer society

TACKLE CLIMATE CHANGE
Tackle the climate emergency to
protect future generations

Name: ..........….………….....................….…………….…....

Address: ..........….………….....................….…………….…

Postcode: ………………….. Phone: ……………..…………..

Email: …………………………………………………………………

Introducing …

Jonathan Banks is backing
Siobhan Benita as Mayor of our great

city in next May’s London elections.

Several recent studies show we can
win here in Ruislip, Northwood

and Pinner at a General Election.
Your active support will make a

real difference.

www.jonathanbanks.org.uk

jonathan@hillingdonlibdems.org.uk

@Jonathan_MBanks
 Freepost RTRX-GBSC-UZJU
 Hillingdon Liberal Democrats
 1A Villier Street, Uxbridge, UB8 2PU

Yes I’ll vote for Jonathan Banks
Yes, I want to volunteer to help


